
EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
POWERED BY BRIDGERA IOT

Knowing the exact location of a loved one, remote worker, client, 
or patient when they are in need of emergency assistance can 
mean the difference between life and death. Whether indoors 
or outdoors, Bridgera’s Emergency Response solution provides 
a platform to facillitate the connection between a subscriber initi-
ating a call for help and a monitoring service receiving a dash-
board alert, voice call, subscriber information, and their real-time 
geolocation that can then be used to quickly dispatch the appro-
priate emergency service.

Bridgera IoT for Emergency Response is a perfect complement 
for monitoring service providers operating call centers. Moni-
toring service subscribers are afforded an extra layer of security 
by knowing that they can be found anywhere without having to 
communicate a location to an operator. The solution can be made 
compatible with the service providers portfolio of emergency 
devices and call center software. Bridgera also offers a device 
alternative by leveraging the Bridgera Rescue App which turns a 
smartphone into an emergency call and location device.

Bridgera IoT is software-as-a-service for connecting 
devices, processing data, and enabling unique applications. 
Bridgera IoT for Emergency Response is white-labeled as 
a vertical solution for monitoring service providers, giving 
them the opportunity to offer a personalized user experi-
ence with flexible device options.
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START WITH BRIDGERA IOT

LEVERAGE OFF-THE-SHELF IOT CAPABILITIES

BUILT TO SPEC ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

ONGOING SUPPORT AND INNOVATION CONTACT US

For a sturdy foundation, Bridgera IoT comes loaded with  the fundamentals:

• A subscription service on a fault-tolerant platform
• Connect any device with push and pull interaction
• Adapt to any network protocol
• Aggregate and process data in real time at any scale
• Push notifications through email, SMS, or a dashboard
• Cloud hosted with 24x7 help desk and security controls

Bridgera IoT has a portfolio of IoT capability ready for deployment:

• Find/Track location indoors and outdoors
• Plot locations to maps
• Establish geofences
• Detect movement, velocity, and acceleration
• Device provisioning and remote diagnostics
• Emergency alerts
• Report sensor readings

It is impossible to thrive with ‘off the shelf’ technologies. Emergency Monitoring solutions come 
ready to deploy or can be personalized by Bridgera to meet your unique business requirements: 

• Custom processing rules enabled for each use case
• Custom APIs for enterprise integration and alternative data feeds
• Custom analytics, reports, and dynamic dashboarding capabilities
• Custom role based portals for user, admin, and operations with mobile and web access
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As a business evolves, so does its challenges. Bridgera stays engaged 
after implementation to host, support, and maintain the solution. 
But more importantly, Bridgera will provide value added develop-
ment support to evolve the IoT solution as you identify new use 
cases and devices for continuous improvement of your operations. 
All without the need for internal software developers.


